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Abstract

A new mission called GRACE Follow-On is now flying to continue the measurements started by the GRACE mission, and to

test a laser interferometry system for making more accurate measurements of the satellite separation. In this paper we discuss

the potential scientific benefit of strongly reducing the acceleration noise in a Next Generation Gravity Mission (NGGM),

compared with that for GRACE and for GRACE Follow-On. A useful way of comparing the scientific benefits is from the view

point of how well they can be used to test different procedures for estimating the changes in the geopotential based on sources

of geophysical information other than satellite gravity results. In particular, changes in hydrology, the atmospheric density,

and ocean conditions can make large and very non-uniform changes in the geopotential in short periods of time. To make the

discussion as simple as possible, we consider mainly the variations in the geopotential at altitude along the satellite orbit for

different ground tracks. For the NGGM, we initially assume laser interferometry between the two satellites but the same satellite

acceleration noise level as for the GRACE-Follow-On mission. Then the total measurement noise level at long and medium

wavelengths would be only moderately below the geopotential variation estimation uncertainty. However, if the acceleration

noise level were sharply reduced by replacing the GRACE-type accelerometers by simplified gravitational reference sensors, it

appears that considerably improved tests of different procedures for geophysical estimates of the geopotential variations could

be made.
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• The acceleration noise in future Earth gravity variation missions can be much re-8
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Abstract14

A new mission called GRACE Follow-On is now flying to continue the measurements started15

by the GRACE mission, and to test a laser interferometry system for making more ac-16

curate measurements of the satellite separation. In this paper we discuss the potential17

scientific benefit of strongly reducing the acceleration noise in a Next Generation Grav-18

ity Mission (NGGM), compared with that for GRACE and for GRACE Follow-On. A19

useful way of comparing the scientific benefits is from the view point of how well they20

can be used to test different procedures for estimating the changes in the geopotential21

based on sources of geophysical information other than satellite gravity results. In par-22

ticular, changes in hydrology, the atmospheric density, and ocean conditions can make23

large and very non-uniform changes in the geopotential in short periods of time. To make24

the discussion as simple as possible, we consider mainly the variations in the geopoten-25

tial at altitude along the satellite orbit for different ground tracks. For the NGGM, we26

initially assume laser interferometry between the two satellites but the same satellite ac-27

celeration noise level as for the GRACE-Follow-On mission. Then the total measurement28

noise level at long and medium wavelengths would be only moderately below the geopo-29

tential variation estimation uncertainty. However, if the acceleration noise level were sharply30

reduced by replacing the GRACE-type accelerometers by simplified gravitational refer-31

ence sensors, it appears that considerably improved tests of different procedures for geo-32

physical estimates of the geopotential variations could be made.33

1 Introduction34

Satellite measurements of the Earth’s time-variable gravity field are capable of ad-35

dressing a wide variety of geophysical problems, such as the mass redistributions caused36

by hydrology, oceanography, the cryosphere, and the solid Earth. GRACE (the Grav-37

ity Recovery And Climate Change Experiment) provided regular monthly estimates of38

the Earth’s gravity field from when it was launched in 2002 (Tapley et al., 2004) un-39

til 2017 (Tapley et al., 2019). The monthly average gravity fields were given in terms of40

the Stokes coefficients up to degree 120, and they have been used successfully in exten-41

sive studies of changes in continental water storage, ice sheet mass, and sea level, as well42

as for earthquake-related deformation monitoring (Watkins et al., 2015).43

Time variations in the Earth’s mass distribution over periods of hours and longer44

are being monitored in many different ways. The results from the GRACE mission have45
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been very valuable, but the changes in the geopotential during the usual global averag-46

ing time of about a month make it difficult to determine changes at particular locations47

at shorter periods. This limitation is called temporal aliasing. The satellites do not mon-48

itor the entire global field continually during a month, but sample the gravity field only49

along their orbital track. The resulting infrequent sampling of the signal leads to the alias-50

ing of short period variations into the monthly averages (see e.g., Han, 2004). For ex-51

ample, the short period temporal mass variations alias into the longer period components52

and systematically contaminate the monthly mean gravity field estimates (see e.g., Han53

et al., 2006). The usual way to reduce these aliasing errors is to independently model54

and remove the effects of the various types of sub-monthly gravity variations before con-55

structing monthly averages. But errors in these short period gravity variation models56

will cause aliasing errors in the monthly gravity field solutions.57

The main objective of the recently launched GRACE Follow-On Mission (GRACE-58

FO) is to continue the roughly monthly determinations of variations in the global grav-59

ity field that were started by the GRACE mission (Landerer et al., 2020). However, GRACE-60

FO also carries a laser ranging interferometer (LRI) as a demonstration experiment (Kornfeld61

et al., 2019). The LRI measures changes in the satellite separation with extremely high62

accuracy. GRACE basically used microwave measurements to determine changes in the63

satellite separation with an accuracy of about 1 micron/(Hz0.5). However, the initial op-64

eration of the LRI on GRACE-FO has shown a much lower noise level (Abich et al., 2019).65

If this performance continues during the rest of the GRACE-FO mission, the results will66

be used by many groups to determine more accurately the global distribution of geopo-67

tential heights for roughly 30 day periods. But it is known that the percentage improve-68

ment in the accuracy for the global solutions will be limited considerably by temporal69

aliasing (see e.g., Flechtner et al., 2016).70

To improve our understanding of the effects of various types of mass distribution71

changes on time variations in the Earth’s geopotential, the consideration of changes in72

the global averages over periods of up to 30 days will continue to be the main approach73

that is used. However, for testing our understanding of how the changes are occurring,74

observing the geopotential changes along individual arcs also is expected to be valuable.75

This approach has been emphasized recently and put on a more rigorous basis by Ghobadi-76

Far et al. (2018).77
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A measure of our understanding is how well we can go from observed changes in78

quantities like the local rainfall, evapotranspiration, and runoff to changes in the mass79

distribution and therefore the local geopotential. If different procedures for estimating80

the geopotential changes along a particular arc for GRACE-type missions can be com-81

pared directly with observations, the full use can be made of the accuracy of the obser-82

vational data to evaluate the different procedures. This approach of comparing differ-83

ent estimation procedures along particular arcs reduces the limitations from temporal84

aliasing on comparing different procedures.85

There are two quite well known approximation procedures for carrying out deter-86

minations of the geopotential variations along individual arcs. One is based on the con-87

servation of energy for each satellite (Jekeli, 1999, 2017) and the other on the acceler-88

ation difference between the two satellites (Weigelt, 2017; Ghobadi-Far et al., 2018). To89

keep the discussion as simple as possible, we have used just the leading term in a series90

of terms given in eq. 29 of Jekeli (1999). This approximation was introduced by Wolff91

(1969) in the same paper where the basic idea of low-low satellite-to-satellite ranging was92

proposed. It also has been used by a number of other authors. Either the energy con-93

servation approach or the acceleration difference approach has been used in a number94

of papers where the observed geopotential variations along individual orbital arcs are used95

in regional or global studies of time variations in the geopotential. (See e.g., Han et al.,96

2005; Ghobadi-Far et al., 2018).97

The formula we have used for the geopotential variations is given by eq. 23 of Jekeli98

(1999):99

V12 ≈ |ẋ|(ρ̇1,2). (1)

The geopotential energy for each satellite is taken to approach zero at large distances100

from the Earth, and thus is negative at closer distances. Here V12 varies as the differ-101

ence in potential energy between the two satellites, |ẋ| is the mean velocity of the two102

satellites along the first axis of a local coordinate system, and ρ̇1,2 is the projection of103

the velocity difference between the satellites onto the line joining them. There have been104

a number of studies to try to evaluate how accurate this approximation or more detailed105

ones are likely to be in GRACE type missions, and the general conclusion is that the dom-106

inant part of the error in most cases will be at the lower orbital frequencies, such as 20107

cycles/rev or below. However, as the accuracy for measuring the satellite separation im-108
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proves, and if the acceleration noise also is substantially reduced, it is not yet known if109

this will continue to be the case. Further studies are needed in order to determine how110

much uncertainties such as those in the satellite orbits or the satellite attitude will af-111

fect the apparent Fourier amplitudes of geopotential variations at the higher frequen-112

cies.113

As an over-simplified example of how the conservation of energy approximation works,114

assume that the Earth’s mass distribution is nearly spherically symmetric, but that there115

is a small masscon at one location. The geopotential height at satellite altitude will then116

have a small dip at this location. A satellite in a nearly circular orbit crossing above the117

masscon will have an increase in its velocity as it approaches the masscon, and then slow118

down again afterwards. The same will happen for a second satellite on the same orbit,119

and behind the first one, but this will happen at a somewhat later time. Thus the rel-120

ative velocity between the satellites will first increase and then decrease again, after both121

satellites have passed the masscon. Thus the amplitude and width of the geoptential bump122

can be determined from the changes in the satellite separation, if no other sources of ac-123

celeration are present.124

In this paper, we will first present the model we will use as a rough estimate of the125

uncertainty in geophysical measure of variations in the geopotential at the present time.126

Then, the measurement uncertainties for a potential NGGM will be discussed, both with127

the acceleration noise level of GRACE-FO and with the assumption of a much reduced128

acceleration noise level. Such a reduction can be achieved by replacing the accelerom-129

eters on GRACE-FO by simplified versions of the gravitational reference sensors flown130

on the LISA Pathfinder Mission (LPF mission). This mission was flown in 2017–2018131

with ESA as the lead agency. The purpose was to test how well carefully shielded test132

masses (gravitational reference masses) could be protected from disturbances in a planned133

future low-frequency gravitational wave mission called LISA. The results from the LPF134

mission, Armano et al. (2018), will be discussed in Section 5.135

In both cases, the noise level in measuring the variations in the satellite separation136

is assumed to be similar to that achieved by laser interferometry on the GRACE-FO mis-137

sion. For the higher acceleration noise level, the measurement uncertainty would be only138

moderately lower than the present geopotential variation uncertainty at frequencies up139

to about 40 cycles/rev, and then be higher. However, with the strongly reduced accel-140
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eration noise level, tests of different procedures for obtaining geophysical estimates of141

the geopotential variations could be carried out at levels below the level of the present142

uncertainties in the variation estimates up to about 80 cycles/rev..143

2 Estimation Error for Mass Variations due to the Atmosphere, the144

Oceans, and Hydrology145

A recent synthetic Earth System Model (ESM) generated by the GeoForschungsZen-146

trum (Dobslaw et al., 2015) is now available, which is based on realistic mass variabil-147

ity in the atmosphere and oceans, and in terrestrial water storage, continental ice-sheets,148

and the solid Earth. This model is provided in terms of the gravity anomaly potential149

from these five separate mass variation components, in terms of Stokes coefficients up150

to degree and order 180. The listed variations include both those expected from present151

procedures based on other geophysical observations and contributions from random vari-152

ations. In the ESM, most of the mass variations at medium and short periods are due153

to the Atmospheric (A), Oceanic (O), and Terrestrial Water Storage (H) components.154

For the atmospheric mass variability (A), the updated ESM provides a realistically per-155

turbed de-aliasing model, based on a reanalysis of results from the ECMWF and ERA-156

Interim studies, which were based mainly on atmospheric density, temperature, and wind157

velocity data at many sites. However, only a few sites in oceanic areas were available.158

The oceanic part of the updated ESM, (O), is essentially the sum of three different con-159

tributions: the Ocean Model for Circulation and Tides (OMCT); the meso-scale vari-160

ability not simulated by OMCT; and a uniform variation of sea level in order to keep the161

total mass in the Earth system constant. For the terrestrial water storage component162

(H), the best information available from local data on rainfall, evaporation rate, and run-163

off was used, but the accuracy of the resulting values is fairly uncertain. The temporal164

resolution for the ESM is 6h and the time period covered is 1995–2006.165

In addition to the atmosphere and ocean mass variation models above, a series called166

AOerr giving estimates of the true uncertainties in A + O has been developed (Dobslaw167

et al., 2016). It is based on the sum of both large-scale and small-scale errors with zero168

mean and stationary variance from the updated ESM. We will use the AOerr model to169

estimate the geopotential height uncertainties along track caused by the present level of170

uncertainty in procedures for estimating the effects of the atmospheric and oceanic mass171

variations.172
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The situation concerning the geopotential variations due to hydrology is more com-173

plicated. The effects of continental surface water changes in the updated ESM are built174

on the basis of the Land Surface Discharge Model (LSDM), which includes the repre-175

sentation of soil moisture, snow storage, and water stored in wetlands, rivers, and lakes176

(Dill, 2008). There is no error estimate included for the uncertainty in the hydrological177

model used in the updated ESM. Also, the uncertainty in the accuracy of the input data178

is even harder to assess than the accuracy of the atmospheric and ocean model results179

described above. Due to the lack of globally distributed water storage measurements,180

the LSDM can only be validated indirectly via modelled river discharges and in-situ river181

discharge measurements. Dill (2008) concluded that the LSDM underestimated the river182

discharges at low latitudes up to 150% relative to the measurements in regions like the183

Amazon or Congo basins (from Figure 13 in Dill, 2008). Also, rivers characterized by184

high evaporation rates and extensive human water consumption, like the Murray River185

in Australia, are represented insufficiently.However, for comparison purposes, some cal-186

culations were done for the H data set from the Earth System Model, as well as for the187

AOerr data set.188

3 Estimate of the Geopotential Variation Uncertainty Along Track189

As discussed earlier, for missions similar to GRACE and GRACE-FO, the measure-190

ments of variations in the separation between the two satellites can be used to solve for191

variations in the geopotential height at satellite altitude. For example, the acceleration192

difference approach with along track analysis is described in Section 2.1 of the paper by193

Ghobadi-Far et al. (2018) that was mentioned earlier. There a simulation result is given194

for one case at 500 km altitude which shows that the approximation is quite accurate195

except for low frequencies, below about 10 cycles/rev. Similar results in papers by Ditmar196

and van Eck van der Sluis (2019) and by Weigelt (2017) are referred to. Thus we expect197

that the results we report in the rest of this paper will be fairly accurate, except at low198

frequencies. However, this will need to be checked by additional studies.199

In order to compare the geopotential variation uncertainty along track with the ef-200

fect of noise in measuring variations in the satellite separation, we have chosen to con-201

sider 13-day repeat polar orbits at an altitude of 489 km as possible orbits for the NGGM202

satellites. For this altitude the orbital rate is 15.23 revolutions/day. To keep the results203

simple to interpret, we have just included results on four dates for the 2nd, 4th, and 6th204
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Figure 1. GRACE Follow-On One Revolution Ground Tracks

one revolution arcs that are segments of a single 6 revolution arc, with its first upward205

zero latitude crossing at 140◦ E longitude. The geometry of these arcs is shown in Fig-206

ure 1. The 2nd one rev. arc goes upward across western Australia, Borneo, and eastern207

Asia, and downward across the western part of South America. The 4th one rev. arc crosses208

western Asia on its upward path and western Canada and the U. S. on its downward path,209

with mostly ocean coverage at latitudes below 30◦ N. The 6th one rev. arc goes upward210

from the southern tip of Africa to northern Norway, and then downward almost com-211

pletely across ocean. Thus these three single revolution arcs cover quite different com-212

binations of land and ocean areas, with the upward portion of the 6thone rev. arc cov-213

ering the most land area.214

Using the AOerr data for the estimated geopotential variations with time and lo-215

cation, we chose four dates on which to do the analysis. These are June 30th, Septem-216

ber 30th, and December 30th in 2005, and March 30th in 2006. The three months sep-217

arations between the dates were chosen to allow for possible differences between differ-218

ent seasons. For each of the 12 one rev. arcs, the geopotential height variations were first219

calculated for points every 1 deg. along the orbit at the satellite altitude, and then Fourier220

analyzed. The results are given in Figure 2a and Figure 2b for the 2nd and 4th one-rev.221

arcs, and in Figure 3a for the 6th one rev. arc. The frequencies along the horizontal axis222

are given in cycles/rev, with 1 cycle/rev corresponding to 0.177 mHz. The results for the223
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Figure 2. Fourier transform of geopotential height at 490 km along 2nd (a) and 4th (b) arc

from AOerr model

Figure 3. Fourier transform of geopotential height at 490 km along 6th arc from AOerr model

(a) and hydrological model (b)

3 arcs are quite similar, despite the quite different land and ocean characteristics for the224

different arcs.225

We also did the calculations for the 6th one rev. arc based on the H data set. The226

results for the four chosen dates are given in Figure 3b. Perhaps surprisingly, the curves227

based on the H and AOerr data sets are quite similar along the 6th arc, despite the quite228

different physical effects involved and sources of the uncertainty in the two data sets.229

Also included in Figures 2 and 3 are two curves representing both a high and a low230

possible instrumental noise curve. These curves are based on different assumptions about231

the acceleration noise level, as discussed in Section 4, but both assume laser interferom-232

etry measurements of changes in the satellite separation.233
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When we first plotted these curves, we didn’t include the Earth’s rotation in the234

analysis. Then, when the Earth’s rotation was included, the curves above roughly 90 cy-235

cles/rev were quite different. They decreased only something like a factor 3 from 90 cy-236

cles/rev to 180 cycles/rev, and were much smoother. The reason was that Fourier anal-237

ysis assumes that the one rev data set with 1 deg spacing between points would repeat238

itself for all subsequent one rev arcs, and thus that it can be fit exactly with sine and239

cosine terms with frequencies from 1 to 180 cycles/rev. The Earth’s rotation makes this240

no longer true, so the Fourier transform program increases the amplitudes for higher fre-241

quency terms in order to obtain a better fit to the non-conforming data set. Thus we242

switched to using a Hahn filter on the data, which corresponds to multiplying the data243

set by a 1 cycle/rev cosine function that is 0 at the south pole at the start and end of244

the one rev. arc and at its maximum at the north pole. This made the resulting curves245

look very much like the ones with no Earth rotation. The Hahn-filtered amplitudes for246

frequencies up to about 90 cycles/rev were not changed much from those with the ro-247

tation but no filtering, so we decided to use them in the rest of this paper.248

4 Model for Instrumental Noise249

As an alternative in the NGGM design, it has been suggested that the accelerom-250

eters be replaced by simplified versions of the gravitational reference sensors (GRSs) flown251

on the LISA Pathfinder mission (Armano et al., 2018). The performance requirement252

for the GRSs was 3 × 10−14 m/(s2)/[(Hz)0.5] at frequencies down to 1 mHz, and this253

performance was exceeded by a factor 10 during the flight. Similar performance also was254

demonstrated in the laboratory using precision pendulums. For a simplified version which255

would still meet a spurious acceleration level requirement of less than 1×10−12 m/(s2)/[(Hz)0.5]256

down to 0.1 mHz, it appears that the mass of the entire instrument would be about 10257

kg and the volume less than 104 cm3 (Conklin, 2020, private communication).258

To make use of the simplified GRSs, the two satellites in the NGGM would need259

to be flown in a nearly drag free mode of operation. However, for the suggested altitude260

of 489 km, it appears that the additional mass required to compensate for the non-gravitational261

forces on the satellites could be accommodated. If the drag is not quite completely com-262

pensated for by the thrusters, small known electrical forces can be applied to the test263

masses to achieve the necessary performance. If nearly drag free operation is considered,264

there also is the option of flying at lower altitude. However, the resulting increase in sig-265
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nal level at 50 cycles/rev would be only a factor 3 for 340 km altitude, and this is sub-266

stantially less than the resulting decrease in total measurement noise due to switching267

from the use of accelerometers to GRSs.268

If simplified versions of the GRSs flown on LISA Pathfinder are not included on269

the NGGM, an option that has been widely studied in the US is to refly essentially the270

same type of accelerometers that were flown on GRACE-FO. For this case, we chose to271

use the expression for the acceleration noise level in the transverse direction given in Ta-272

ble 2 of the paper by Loomis et al. (2012)273

a = [(1 + 0.005/f)0.5]× 10−7mm/(s2)(Hz0.5) (2)

To estimate the noise in the satellite separation, we used the following expression:274

x1 = [(20.5)/(2πf)2]× a mm/(Hz0.5) (3)

For both suggested scenarios for the NGGM, we assume that laser ranging inter-275

ferometry (LRI) would be used to monitor changes in the satellite separation. For the276

noise due to the laser ranging interferometer measurements between the satellites, we277

make use of the results reported for the GRACE-FO mission. Early results from the LRI278

measurements on the GRACE-FO mission have been reported by Abich et al. (2019).279

At frequencies above 0.1 Hz, the measured displacement noise level shown in Figure 5280

agreed with that expected from the frequency noise in the laser, which was tightly locked281

to a stable reference cavity. At lower frequencies, a curve labeled “laser frequency noise”282

is shown, which gives the expected displacement noise based on laser frequency noise mea-283

surements made before launch. This curve is fit well from 0.3 mHz to 200 mHz by the284

following expression:285

x2 = (2.6× 10−7)(f−0.6)mm/(Hz
0.5

). (4)

Then the total instrumental noise level x for measuring the satellite separation is given286

by the root mean square of x1 and x2:287

x = [(x1)2 + (x2)2]0.5. (5)

288

To project from the total instrumental noise level at a particular frequency to the289

corresponding geopotential height variation amplitude requires a short calculation, which290

is given in the Appendix. This calculation can be regarded as a simplified version of the291
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approach used by Ghobadi-Far et al. (2018) and others, and does not include the use of292

correlation-admittance analysis. However, it is expected that it is sufficiently accurate293

for use in approximate simulations, except at the lowest frequencies. The result is that294

the expected spectral amplitude of the instrumental noise at a particular frequency should295

be multiplied by the ratio of the orbital semi-major axis to the satellite separation, which296

for an altitude of 489 km and an a satellite separation of 220 km is a factor 31.2. In ad-297

dition, to compare to the results to the expected geophysical geopotential height vari-298

ations shown in Figures 2 and 3 requires shifting the units for the horizontal axis from299

1/(Hz0.5) to 1/(cycle/rev)0.5. For 489 km altitude, this requires dividing the curves by300

a factor 75.2. Thus the overall correction factor is 0.41.301

5 Discussion302

If the NGGM is flown at 489 km altitude with simplified GRSs like those discussed303

above replacing the accelerometers on GRACE-FO, the remaining acceleration noise level304

would be equal to that from the laser interferometry at about 10 cycles/rev and negli-305

gible at substantially higher frequencies. In this case the line-of-sight gravity difference306

approach could give results over a wide range of frequencies where the uncertainties for307

individual one revolution arcs would be much lower than the expected signal amplitudes.308

As a result, even small differences between different procedures for calculating the geopo-309

tential height variations based on other types of geophysical data could be detected. This310

would be an important scientific benefit from using the simplified GRSs on the NGGM.311

The accuracy for detecting differences between the results for different procedures would312

be strongly increased. An additional benefit would be to improve the accuracy for mea-313

suring the total geopotential variations at the higher frequencies where they become quite314

small. In particular, for studies of phenomena with short periods like earthquakes (Ghobadi-315

Far et al., 2019) and tsunamis (Ghobadi-Far et al., 2020) the improved measurement ac-316

curacy clearly would be valuable.317

It also should be recognized that the reduced acceleration noise would be partic-318

ularly valuable at high latitudes. There, even very small mass changes at the lower edges319

of glaciers should be observable with fairly high time resolution. In addition, for the 13-320

day repeat period orbit geometry considered, there will be a few fairly long arcs which321

are followed quite closely again in about half a day, but in the opposite direction. Com-322

paring the results for these two arcs would give some statistical information about quite323
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short period variations in the mass distribution, such as those due to atmospheric wind324

changes over the oceans.325

Curves based on the total instrumental noise level are included in Figures 2 and326

3. The top curve for each of the three ground tracks assumes an acceleration noise level327

for accelerometers like those in the GRACE-FO, as estimated by Loomis et al. (2012),328

and as given in Eq. 2. The lower curves plotted on Figures 2 and 3 are based on the ac-329

celeration noise level with simplified GRSs instead of the accelerometers. The assumed330

acceleration noise level is (1×10−12 m/s2)/Hz0.5 down to 0.1 mHz, as suggested in the331

first paragraph of Section 4. And for both curves, the laser interferometry noise level dis-332

cussed in the previous section is assumed.333

The advantages of reduced instrumental noise has been pointed out clearly in a re-334

cent paper by Landerer et al. (2020) based on the LRI data from the GRACE Follow-335

On mission during 2019. At the higher frequencies corresponding to spatial resolution336

of 200 km or better, geopotential features were observed that were not observable in any337

other type of data. The results were applied particularly in five areas of particular ter-338

restrial water storage anomalies, including areas of significant ice loss over Greenland and339

Antarctica.340

It would be useful to be able to compare the results obtained here for the case of341

making use of simplified GRSs with results of other studies of possible NGGMs, but that342

unfortunately usually is not possible because of the quite different assumptions that have343

been made for different studies. A large number of studies have been carried out in Eu-344

rope aimed at meeting a specific set of requirements that have been tentatively adopted.345

A recent paper reports on some of the results from the studies: “ESA’s next-generation346

gravity mission concepts,” (Haagmans et al., 2020). However, the main results given are347

for a quite different mission configuration than we have been considering. Average so-348

lutions over seven days have been considered, with satellite altitudes as low as 340 km,349

and with two pairs of satellites (see e.g., Wiese et al., 2011, 2012). Flying at the lower350

altitude certainly increases the signal level, particularly at the higher frequencies, but351

the tradeoffs with the extra requirements for cancelling out the increased drag are un-352

der consideration also.353
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6 Conclusions354

Discussions have started in a number of countries of what the scientific requirements355

should be for a Next Generation Gravity Mission, to follow after the GRACE-FO Mis-356

sion. In the US, one of the main candidates is a mission like GRACE and GRACE-FO,357

but with a laser interferometry system like that demonstrated on GRACE-FO relied on358

to provide high-accuracy measurements of the variations in the satellite separation. How-359

ever, there are several open issues concerning the mission design. One is whether to fly360

the mission in a nearly drag-free mode with a fixed ground-track. A second is the alti-361

tude to fly at. And a third is whether to replace the accelerometers flown on GRACE362

and GRACE-FO with simplified versions of the Gravitational Reference Sensors (GRSs)363

demonstrated very successfully on the LISA Pathfinder Mission.364

In most previous comparisons of the expected scientific results with or without the365

GRSs, it has been assumed that the most valuable results would be those from roughly366

10- to 30-day global averages of the geopotential changes from variations in the earth’s367

mass distribution. Other sources of information on those mass changes are used as a pri-368

ori estimates of the geopotential changes. However, the inaccuracies in the a priori es-369

timates of geopotential changes during the averaging time result in the main limitation370

on the scientific results from switching to the GRSs.371

In this paper an additional way of looking at the benefits of switching to the GRSs372

is discussed. It is based on our simple approximation to the energy conservation approach.373

We have chosen the basis for our approach as changes in the satellite separation during374

one revolution arcs. We used data sets called AOerr and H to represent the estimated375

uncertainty in the geopotential variations as a function of position and time along 3 quite376

different one revolution ground tracks and at 3-month intervals. From a comparison of377

the Fourier transforms of the resulting geopotential variations at satellite altitude with378

the uncertainty contribution of assumed GRACE-type accelerometers and of laser in-379

terferometry between the satellites, the following conclusion was clear: the accelerom-380

eter noise very much limited the accuracy with which the geopotential variations along381

track for each particular arc could be determined, except at low frequencies where lim-382

itations due to the orbit determination and analysis approximations would have to be383

considered. What this means is that the actual geopotential variations could be deter-384

mined considerably more accurately with the simplified GRSs included. Thus, in addi-385
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tion to other benefits, differences between different procedures for estimating the geopo-386

tential variations from other types of data could be evaluated more precisely.387

Appendix A388

The purpose of this appendix is to describe the approach that has been used to go389

from the expected instrumental noise level for determining temporal changes in the satel-390

lite separation to what the corresponding errors in the geopotential height variations along391

the orbit would be. It is assumed that the two satellites follow the same polar orbit, and392

the rotation of the earth is not considered. The unperturbed along track azimuthal co-393

ordinates φF and φB for the front and back satellites are assumed to be given by:394

φF = ωt+
γ

2
(A1)

φB = ωt− γ

2
. (A2)

Here γ is the azimuthal separation of the two satellites, and γ in radians is the nomi-395

nal satellite separation S divided by R0, where R0 is the constant unperturbed orbital396

radius.397

It is assumed that the geopotential height variation is at a single frequency of N398

cycles per revolution. The resulting perturbed values of the radial and angular coordi-399

nates for the front satellite then will be given approximately by the following expressions:400

Rf = R0(1 + αr) cos

[
Nω0

(
t+

τ

2

)
+ βr

]
(A3)

φf = ω0t+ αφ cos

[
Nω0

(
t+

τ

2

)
+ βφ

]
. (A4)

For the back satellite, the coordinates Rb and φb will be just the same, except with401

+τ/2 replaced by −τ/2. Here τ is the mean time for a satellite to go the distance S be-402

tween the satellites:403

τ

T0
=

S

2πR0
, (A5)

where T0 is the orbital period. For 489 km altitude, and S = 220 km, T0 = 5660 s,404

ω0 = 1.11x10−3 rad/s, and τ = 28.9 s.405
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From these expressions, the approximate changes in the potential energy and the406

kinetic energy for the front satellite can be calculated:407

δP.E. =
gM

Rf
− gM

R0
= −[ω0R0]2αr cos

[
Nω0

(
t+

τ

2

)
+ βr

]
, (A6)

vφ = ω0R0 − αφR0Nω0 sin

[
Nω0

(
t+

τ

2

)
+ βφ

]
, (A7)

0.5v2φ = 0.5
[
ω0R0

]2 − αφ[R0ω0

]2
N sin

[
Nω0

(
t+

τ

2

)
+ βφ

]
, (A8)

δK.E. = −αφ
[
R0ω0

]2
N sin

[
Nω0

(
t+

τ

2

)
+ βφ

]
. (A9)

The sum of δP.E. and δK.E. has to be zero, so:408

αr = Nαφ, (A10)

βr = βφ +
γ

2
. (A11)

The variations in geopotential height H will be given by H = δP.E./R0ω0
2:409

H = −R0αr cos

[
Nω0

(
t+

τ

2

)
+ βr

]
. (A12)

Thus, from A10 and A11:410

H = R0Nαφ sin

[
Nω0

(
t+

τ

2

)
+ βφ

]
. (A13)

And, since the variations in the satellite separation R0(φf−φb) are given by A4411

and the related expression for φb,412

δS = (φf − φb)R0 = −2αφR0 sin
[
Nω0t+ βφ

]
sin

[
Nω0

(
τ

2

)]
. (A14)

Since ω0(τ/2) = 0.0160, even for N = 100 the argument of the last sine term is mod-413

erate, and thus the last sine term can be approximated roughly by its argument, and:414

δS ∼ −Nω0ταφ sin
[
Nω0t+ βφ

]
. (A15)

With the value of τ from A5,415

δS ∼ −NSω0T0
2π

αφ sin
[
Nω0t+ βφ

]
, (A16)

416

δS ∼ −NSαφ sin
[
Nω0t+ βφ

]
. (A17)
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From a comparison of A13 and A17, the ratio of the amplitudes for H and δS at417

the frequency Nω0 is about R0/S. There is a phase shift of Nω0τ/2 between the two,418

but this phase difference can be corrected for in the data analysis. Thus the conversion419

factor from the measured changes in satellite separation to changes in the geopotential420

height will be approximately a factor R0/S. For the satellite altitude and separation as-421

sumed in this paper, this factor is 31.2.422
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